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Dear,

Have you come to load/unload goods at DSV Solutions, Eddastraat 21, 9042 G hent?
This site is currently a building site. In order to save time and frustration, you must follow the instructions below:
1. Direct access to the site in Eddastraat is forbidden. This is because there are no reception facilities available
for lorry drivers onsite.
2. Drive to DSV Road, Sagastraat, 9042 Ghent and report to the driver reception desk. You can park your lorry
in the bays reserved for DSV Solutions.
3. At the driver reception desk, you will be given the necessary instructions and you will be allocated a loading
bay after which you can make your way to Eddastraat 21 to load/unload your lorry.
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Reception DSV Solutions:
SAGASTRAAT,
9042 Desteldonk
GPS:
51°06’46.5”N 3°47’23.0”E
51.112911;3.789725

1. Direct access to the site in Eddastraat is forbidden. This is because there are no reception facilities available for
truck/lorry drivers onsite.
2. Drive to DSV Road, Sagastraat, 9042 Ghent and report to the driver reception desk. You can park your truck/lorry
in the bays reserved for DSV Solutions.
3. At the driver reception desk, you will be given necessary instructions and you will be allocated a designated
loading bay after which you can make your way to Eddastraat 21 to load/unload your lorry.
For better understanding of the site, kindly refer to Google Map below for street view:

Reception

Kindly refer to building with blue windows (middle left of the picture) for reception

